Multimedia Kiosks and Digital Mupis

The shipping security and distribution of our kiosks is our concern and priority.
Because the satisfaction of our clients is a priority, frequently we improve our packing methods, our
net of shipping and distribution, to have our products delivered in their destiny in perfect conditions.
In the shipping of our equipments we use a wide variaty of methods and normalized materials with
international certification.
We recommend the use of boxes (Flight Cases or in MDF) everytime our kiosk have to make constant
travels, as they minimize the risk of damage on the kiosk and its components.
Partteam Group, provides the shipping boxes and does all the process of packing the kiosks in the
boxes. The boxes are made with high quality materials, ensuring the resistance and durability that
this demands.
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Boxes for Kiosks Shipping
For kiosks that have to travel around many places (e.g. many fairs), the
Flight Cases are the ideal sollution. Robusts, lightweighted and easy to
transport, this boxes are also an excelent way to by plane shipping, as
they respect the rules that the aviation sector require.
Due to the 4 directionable wheels the boxes have, them movimentation
it's very easy and simple.

All the Flight Cases are equiped with hardware of the well
known brand PENN ELCOM, buttefly catches, recessed
handles, braces, corners, edges, castors and wheels with or
without brake, etc.
The interior is coated with black carpet or with high density
foam, with thicknesses between 10 to 50 millimiters, according
to the characteristics of the product.

/ High-density foam

/ Anti-slip plywood

/ Padlock
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Kiosk Shipping Boxes
There isn't any loose component in the packing and shipping
of the kiosks

/ Polyethylene film

The MDF boxes are a great solution for the transportation of the
kiosks for external markets in perfect security conditions.

/ Bespoke box

Furthermore the exterior MDF protection and polyethylene sheet,
in the interior we use other materials that isolate and assure the
proteccion of our multimedia kiosks and components.

MDF
Polyethylene sheet
Styrofoam
Anti-vibration plaque
Aluminium case vacuum closed ( recommended for
maritime shipping).
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WE USE DULY CERTIFIED MATERIALS
Fumigation its the term used for the phytosanitary treatement of
the package of wood or farm products which could contain plagues.
For this tratement are used proceedings authorized by the Ministery
of the Agriculture, Animal husbandry and Supplies.
Europallet (also known as Europe pallet or Euro EPAL) it's a
european standard pallet of four entries, of the brand EPAL (
Europena Pallet Association) which the main dimension is
800x1200mm.

We respect all the community norms and technical measures,
that contribute for the normalization and security of the worldwide
kiosks shipping.
The NIMF 15 its a international norm of phytosanitary measure,
created by the IPPC- International Plant Protection Convection,
with the purpose of avoiding the environmental unbalance caused
by the possible proliferation of florestal plagues through the
planet, by wood packing.
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The Vacuum Packing became one of the most efficient
method for protecting the Kiosks and its components,
especially in adverse climatic conditions.

/ Aluminum sheet
/ Air aspiration
This packing method in vacuum sealed aluminium sheet let
the equipments tottaly isolated and protected form the
deterioration caused by the air and maritime proximity,
bacterias, fungi, drying.

The packing method goes through diferent fases:
Covering all the kiosk with a specific alluminum sheet
Triple parallel welding makes the union of the alluminium
sheets which guarantees the inexistence of leaks.
Air suction of the case and definitive sealing.
Covering all the kiosk in polyethilene sheet.

/ Film coat
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The distance was never a problem.

WE ASSUME ALL THE LOGISTICS RELATED WITH THE PACKING AND
SHIPPING OF OUR PRODUCTS.
In the purchase of a multimedia kiosk, the Grupo Partteam undertakes to manage all the
logistics related to the packing and delivering the kiosks in perfect conditions. All the
shipped kiosks are protected by an insurance made to shipping of them.
In case of exportation, the kiosk are allways packed in MDF boxes or in Flycases. This
boxes are custom made to fit perfectly the kiosk and also in function of the type of
shipping going to be used.
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When the customer prefer to ship the kiosks without MDF boxes or
Flycases, in case of internal transports or in trucks exclusively
dedicated to the shipping of our products to the destination of our
costumers, we assure the isolation of the kiosks by using a block
of foam (mattress) wich minimize or disable impacts that could
happen in the transport.
Furthermore the bottom foam block, the packing of the kiosks it's
made with other materials as, styrofoam and polyethylene sheet.

/ Productive capacity

/ Foam block botton

/ Polyethylene film
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Our experience allows us to have the best protection techniques in
transport of kiosks.
In addition to ensure the isolation of the kiosks by placing foam block fund (mattress) and
polyethylene film, we add a modular structure referred as "cage protection," which allows
more effective protection in the transport of kiosks.
This method of protection and packaging kiosks is mainly used in the transportation of our
products in dedicated containers.
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/ Tilt Indicators
/ Easy fixation

Impact and inclination sensors
The sensors of transport and handling of loads were
developed to warn the costumers when their order
has violent impacts or when the correct position
indications weren't respected.

If the load have an violent impact the Drop Tell sensor will change
its color. If the load suffers inclinations of 90º during the shipping,
the indicator will be activated through the movimentation of a
powder to a place where it will glue.

/ Impact Indicators

It's an easy and low price method to registrate the chocks and
inclinations of your order during the shipping in any part of the
world.
Furthermore this indicators keeps the shipping staff with more care
and warned to take a good care of the load, reducing significantly
the damages in shipping.
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This document is provided only for information purposes. The presented information is subject to change without prior notice, given the constant evolution of content.
THE PARTTEAM GROUP is not responsable for any errors or omissions in this document, based on the information it contains, as a result of its publication.

We have the answers
to your questions.

If you wish to see some of
our kiosks, make an
appointment to visit and
you will be surprised!

Find all the specifications to
our kiosks online and you will
get all the informations
about our products.
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